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Collaboration and innovation are powering
cow performance
by Les Berghorn, General Manager, Afgritech, LLC

AminoGreen is a plant-based bypass protein source containing critical nutrients necessary for any standard feeding program. It has a
significant amount of rumen undegradable protein (RUP) sources
that are required for milk production. AminoGreen® is a high quality and consistent amino acid blend containing cost-effective sources
of essential amino acids.
AminoGreen is manufactured with a key methionine source from
MetaSmart. Farm results and research data show this product combination supports supplementation benefits for fresh cow performance
and health, and helps to reduce culling rates.
Methionine (MET) is the first limiting amino acid in most dairy
diets in the U.S., including close-up and fresh cow diets. Research
has shown supplementation with MetaSmart in both pre- and postfreshening cows helps improve milk performance and cow health.
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Figure 1b: Average milk protein and fat
percent for dairy cows fed MetaSmart
or a control diet during or right after the
transition period.
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Figure 1a: Average milk yield for dairy
cows fed MetaSmart or a control diet
during or right after the transition period
(n=5 experiments).
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Five experiments assessed the effects of
supplementing MetaSmart to dairy cows during
and directly after the transition period. Results
were evaluated and are shown in Figure 1a and
1b (St-Pierre and Sylvester, 2005; Noftsger et
al., 2005; Ordway et al., 2009; Xia et al., 2012;
Osorio et al., 2013). On average, supplemented
dairy cows responded with more milk (4 lb/d),
increased milk protein (0.19 lb/d), and milk fat
(0.28 lb/d). At recent market milk prices ($2.81
per lb of protein and $1.95 per lb of fat), greater
milk solids yield corresponds to an extra income
of $1.08 per cow per day.
Osorio et al., 2013 also reported greater antioxidant capacity and immune function in METsupplemented cows, indicating improved cow
health. Most culling in dairy cows is attributed
to low milk performance and health problems.
Leao et al. (2019) demonstrated a reduced
involuntary culling rate in cows supplemented
with MET during the transition period. This is
consistent with the results found by researchers at University of Wisconsin and Cornell University, where culling percentages decreased
Figure 2: Involuntary culling rate within
the first 60 DIM for cows fed a control diet
or control diet with methionine
(n=166 dairy cows; Leao et al., 2019).
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The state of the feed industry is very dynamic with global supply challenges, sustainability initiatives, and consumer interests
among many of the forces applying pressure. Through all that, the
requirement for manufacturing biosecure feed that leads to improved performance and efficiencies is of paramount importance.
Information sharing is more important than ever. As a result,
innovations in technologies and product development are being
driven through collaboration—including the development of
AminoGreeen® in collaboration with Adisseo technology,
Smartamine® ML and MetaSmart®.
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Figure 3: Proportion of cows leaving the herd for
control or Smartamine M-fed cows. Diets were fed
from 21 pre- to 150 postpartum (n=470 dairy cows;
P = 0.07; Toledo et al., 2020).
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from 16.9 to 10.7% when
cows were supplemented
with MET from 21 days preuntil 150 postpartum (Toledo
et al., 2020).
Balancing diets with
AminoGreen is a costeffective strategy to assure
your cows are not under performing or leaving the herd
prematurely due to diets limited in essential amino acids.

Differentiate and innovate your products through collaboration.
Whether you want to develop new value-added products like AminoGreen, differentiate your current
products, or are looking for a high-quality manufacturing partner, the collaboration opportunities are
nearly limitless due to our ExpandaThermTM technology.

Product Development
If you are looking for a technological edge
or are considering a novel feed additive solution we can help. Our experienced staff,
along with unique and confidential product development
relationships at the university level, can help with formulation, trial verification, and go-to-market strategies.
Moreover, we have the equipment to manufacture these
products from scaleup through full production
with accuracy and incredible manufacturing control.
Our ExpandaTherm manufacturing technology offers unparalleled control for heat, humidity, pressure, biosecurity and consistency—fully flexible for innovation.

Private Label Manufacturing
There are a number of reasons to consider
private label manufacturing which could
include: brand protection and management,
opportunities for geographic and logistic advantages,
convenience to customers or raw ingredients, uniqueness of your feed technology, and more. Regardless
of the reason AminoMax is an ideal partner. We offer
manufacturing expertise, extraordinary quality control,
and expanded capacity that allows for a favorable cost
structure. Confidentiality, consistency, and stringent
manufacturing protocols are your assurance that
private label manufacturing your product through us
protects your brand and product quality while offering
you business flexibility.

Value-added Technologies
Differentiating your products for effectiveness or brand development can be vital to
your business goals. We can safely receive,
store, handle and, utilizing ExpandaTherm, manufacture
with myriad ingredients and technologies to arrive at a
novel feed additive meeting your exact specifications.
Our capabilities greatly expand your opportunity for
what is possible. Additionally, you can have full confidence that your product will make a difference in the
market and in your bottom line.

Licensing Agreements
Offering feed technology that no one else
can match or attain is one way of standing apart from the crowd of feed products.
Our proprietary and patented ExpandaThermTM process
delivers unparalleled formulation and flexibility and near
limitless manufacturing capability. However, the knowledge and understanding of how to manufacture some
products can be daunting. Therefore, feed developers
wanting to utilize ExpandaTherm turn to AminoMax for
a licensing agreement that offers extensive training and
manufacturing support. Your team will learn how to formulate, set up, control, monitor, calibrate and manufacture products that will directly add to your bottom line.
Through a licensing agreement we can help your team
discover endless product development opportunities and
demonstrate the exact manufacturing set up for optimal
outcomes.

AminoMax offers a new way to approach new ideas. Call Les at 315-785-3625 to learn more about collaboration.
To learn more about AminoMax products contact Les Berghorn, General Manager at lesb@aminomax.com or visit AminoMax.com.
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